
Modelling Atlantic tropical systems with the gamma distribution

In STAT1300, you will learn how to use the statistical software R. R is an open-source programming language
that routinely ranks among the top 10 programming languages by IEEE Spectrum. Knowledge of R is a big
asset to any graduate with quantitative skills, as employers in fields that involve statistics or data analysis
are keen for employers with computational skills.

This document is a small demonstration of some of the R you will learn in STAT1300, including basics of data
analysis, using in-built functions as well as functions contained in add-on packages, and even writing your
own functions! There are plenty of course resources that have been developed to help you along the way.

The National Hurricane Center of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration maintains an online
repository with historical records of Atlantic tropical systems called hurdat2. From this data, we can extract
meaningful summary statistics for each tropical system, including maximum wind speed and date information.
Let’s load this data set and create a density histogram of the maximum wind speeds (in knots) for all Atlantic
tropical systems from 2010–2019.
load("Atlantic Hurricane Records 1851-2019.RData")
hist(systems$Max_Wind[systems$Year >= 2010], col = "turquoise",

xlab = "Maximum Wind (knots)", main = "Atlantic Tropical Systems 2010-2019",
freq = FALSE)
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https://spectrum.ieee.org/at-work/tech-careers/top-programming-language-2020
https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/data/hurdat/hurdat2-format-nov2019.pdf


The histogram appears right-skewed, with most systems having maximum wind speeds between 20–60 knots,
but some more powerful systems have maximum wind speeds higher than this, up to 160 knots. Glancing at
the histogram, there are a number of probability distributions that may be useful in modelling the distribution
of maximum wind speeds. One such distribution is the gamma distribution, which has two parameters — a
“shape” parameter α and a “rate” parameter λ.

If we think the gamma distribution may be useful to describe the distribution of maximum wind speeds for
Atlantic tropical systems, we need to provide estimates for these parameters. One such method you will learn
in STAT1300 is called maximum likelihood estimation. Maximum likelihood estimation may be done through
a theoretical approach, but also from a computation approach in R. The stats4 package contains a function
mle which can be used to perform maximum likelihood estimation. Let’s estimate the parameters of the
gamma distribution for the Atlantic tropical systems from 2010–2019.
x = systems$Max_Wind[systems$Year >= 2010]
negLLGamma = function(alpha, lambda)
{

GammaDensity = suppressWarnings(dgamma(x, shape = alpha, rate = lambda))
negLL = -sum(log(GammaDensity))
negLL

}
library(stats4)
MLEs = mle(negLLGamma, start = list(alpha = 1, lambda = 1))
MLEs

##
## Call:
## mle(minuslogl = negLLGamma, start = list(alpha = 1, lambda = 1))
##
## Coefficients:
## alpha lambda
## 5.47432120 0.08069998

Using the Atlantic tropical cyclone data from 2010–2019, the maximum likelihood estimate of the shape
parameter is α̂ = 5.474 and the maximum likelihood estimate of the rate parameter is λ̂ = 0.081.

Finally, let’s add the density curve of this gamma distribution to the density histogram.
x_dens = seq(20, 160, 0.1)
y_dens = dgamma(x_dens, shape = coef(MLEs)[1], rate = coef(MLEs)[2])
hist(systems$Max_Wind[systems$Year >= 2010], col = "turquoise",

xlab = "Maximum Wind (knots)", main = "Atlantic Tropical Systems 2010-2019",
freq = FALSE)

points(x_dens, y_dens, type = "l")
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We can see that the fitted gamma distribution (shown by the black curve) captures the observed distribution
of maximum wind speeds fairly well. Such estimation is useful for understanding the nature of tropical
systems in the Atlantic.
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